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ABSTRACT
This study investigated French /y/ and /u/ produced
by one native speaker (NS) and seven Japanesespeaking learners; four of them received lessons on
/u/ with ultrasound visual feedback of the tongue
shape and position. Acoustic measurements of 10
repetitions of six words (coronal context) are
compared to those of isolated /y/ and /u/, and of the
non-words /tyty/ and /tutu/, both before and after the
ultrasound lessons, in terms of i) Euclidean distance
(ED) between /y/-/u/; ii) the distance F2-F3 of /y/;
and iii) the distance F1-F2 of /u/. The isolated
vowels were closest to NS’s, followed by
monosyllabic words, disyllabic ones, and then nonwords. The values of all learners are significantly
different from NS’s at the first recording, but those
of the learners having received ultrasound lessons
approached NS’s after the lessons.
Keywords: L2 vowel learning, French, Japanese,
Ultrasound as visual feedback, acoustics.
1. INTRODUCTION AND GOAL
It has been widely shown that the vowel system of
the first language (L1) has a significant impact on
the acquisition of the vowels of second languages
(L2). For example, front rounded vowels are known
to cause difficulty to speakers of languages without
such vowels ([8], [16], [22], inter alii).
In present-day Parisian French, the high front
rounded /y/ and the high back /u/ are phonemically
contrasted. Achieving this contrast is thus of great
importance for learners of L2 French and often
poses a challenge to learners without these vowels in
L1. One such group are Japanese learners of French.
The native speakers of Tokyo Japanese, on one
hand, tend to produce the French /u/ with a higher
F2 than French speakers, resulting in sound that is
perceived as /ø/ by native listeners of French [12].
This is related to the nature of the high non-front /u/
in Tokyo Japanese, commonly transcribed [ɯ].
From the acoustic point of view, it shows a higher
F2 (> 1000 Hz) than the French /u/ and from the
articulatory point of view, the tongue is less far back
and the lips are less rounded than in French /u/ ([6],

[25]). On the other hand, /y/ has been observed to be
realized sometimes as a diphthong [jɯ], by Japanese
learners [13], [15], in which F2 lowers progressively
during the vowel [12], whereas native speakers of
French produce this vowel with close F2/F3 around
1900 Hz [10], [11], [17], [26], inter alii). These
tendencies lead to the difficulty that Japanesespeaking learners face in realizing the phonemic
contrast /y/-/u/ [18] [21].
Ultrasound tongue imaging as a visual feedback
tool has been so far successfully applied in the
remediation of speech sounds in clinical populations
[4] as well as in second language teaching and
learning [27], including the case of English /r/ and /l/
acquired by Japanese-speaking learners [24].
Concerning the French vowels /y/-/u/, it has been
shown that using ultrasound as a visual feedback
improves the perceptual evaluation by native
listeners [14], and enhances the contrast /y/-/u/
especially by enabling a fully back articulation,
which is difficult for teachers to demonstrate and for
learners to realize otherwise. Improvements have
been reported for isolated vowels and non-words
[19] in 4 Japanese learners of French as a foreign
language (FFL) versus 3 Japanese FFL learners who
did not receive such feedback. The goal of the
present paper is to explore whether the same is true
for words and to address the following questions:
does vowel production change over time as a result
of using ultrasound feedback? Does it depend on the
utterance type, number of syllables in a word, and
voicing of the preceding consonants? What are the
differences between speakers?
2. METHOD
Seven female Japanese FFL learners (intermediate
level) took part in a 12-week conventional
pronunciation training in language laboratory. Four
participants in experimental group (EXP), EXP1 (33
years old, B2 in the Common European Framework
of Reference for Languages), EXP2 (31, B1) EXP3
(28, B1) and EXP4 (29, B2), received three
additional 45-minute lessons using ultrasound visual
feedback, with an interval of 1 to 2 weeks, whereas
three participants in the control group (CTR), CTR1
(29 years old, B1 in CEFR), CTR2 (33 years old)

and CTR3 (33, B1), did not. They were all born and
raised in Tokyo and the surrounding areas, except
CTR2 from Fukuoka and EXP4 from Kobe. They
started learning French as adults, and had been
living in France for at least two years at the time of
the study (except CTR1 only 5 months). One French
native speaker (NAT, 42) participated as a reference
for comparison.
To highlight the differences in the articulation of
[y] and [u], the ultrasound and acoustic data were
recorded simultaneously, with a headset stabilization
for the probe [1, 2]. All seven Japanese speakers
were recorded one week before their 12-week course
(REC1) and in the 12th week of the course (REC2).
Between these two recordings, three ultrasound
lessons were administered to the EXPs, who were
recorded again (REC3) two months after REC2.
NAT was recorded only once.
The goal of the ultrasound lessons was to enable
the learners to monitor the lingual position of [y] and
[u] in real time. The training began with a repetition
task, where participants repeated items after a
French native speaker with ultrasound image
feedback, then moved on to practicing the vowels
[y] and [u] in isolation, syllables, words and
sentences. The vowels were presented first in
facilitating, then neutral, and finally in difficult
phonetic contexts, as classified by Callamand (e.g.
[ʁ_ʁ] is facilitating and [t_t] is difficult for [u] [7]).
The details of lessons were adjusted to the abilities
and preferences of each participant. Due to the
limited number of hours, the vowel [u], which had
been reported to be more difficult for Japanesespeaking learners to acquire [12], was mainly
practiced.
The list of recorded items consisted of ten
repetitions (two sets of five) 1) [y], [u], [a], [i] and
for the seven Japanese speakers, the Japanese [ɯ] in
isolation; 2) [y] and [u] in alternation; 3) disyllabic
non-words C1VC2V (V = /y, u/ and C1 = C2 = /p, t,
k/), and 4) 28 words (14 minimal and quasi-minimal
pairs) with /y/, and /u/ in various phonetic contexts.
In order to obtain comparable phonetic contexts,
only the words where /y/ and /u/ are preceded by
dental stops are analyzed here and compared to nonwords with the same consonantal contexts (/tyty/,
/tutu/) and to the two vowels in isolation (e.g. /u//tutu/ - redoux /ʁəәdu/). The high front position of
dental stops was selected because the tongue has to
travel all the way from the coronal constriction to
the back articulation required for [u], which is much
more challenging than [u] in isolation. Following
this condition, six words were selected: “doux,
redoux, rendu, tu, tout, du”. They were recorded as
part of a word list but because they form (quasi-)
minimal pairs (du /dy/ – doux /du/; rendu /ʁɑ̃dy/ –

redoux /ʁəәdu/; tu /ty/ – tout /tu/); they were not
produced one after another.
The acoustic signals, recorded at 22050 Hz, 16
bits, were subjected to the analysis of the first three
formants, manually measured approximately at 25%,
50% and 75% of vowel duration, using Praat [5].
This allowed measuring the Euclidean distance (ED)
in order to quantify the degree of realization of the
contrast, and to calculate the distance between F2
and F3 for [y] and F2-F1 for [u] [11]. French focal
vowels [23] are known to be characterized by a
distance of less than 800Hz [11] between the
neighbouring formants: F1 and F2 for back vowels
(/u o ɔ (ɑ)/), F2 and F3 for /y/ [26], which
contributes to a higher concentration of energy,
hence perceptual saliency.
Analyses were carried out using the R statistical
computing software [20], and its lme4 (linear mixedeffects models) package [3]. Data from each speaker
was analysed separately with two linear mixedeffects models, both having F1-F2, F2-F3 distances
and ED as dependant variables. The first model
addressed the relationship between dependant
variables and two fixed effects: type of utterance
(isolated vowel, non-word or word) and recording
session (REC1, REC2, REC3). The second model
was applied only to the subset of data containing
words and addressed the relationship between
dependant variables and three fixed effects: number
of syllables in the word (one or two), voicing (voice,
voiceless) and recording session. Repetition number
of each item was entered into both models as
random effects.
3. RESULTS
3.1. F2-F3 DISTANCE FOR /y/

NAT shows the smallest distance between F2 and
F3 for words “du” (392Hz, SD 71Hz), “tu” (401Hz,
SD 92Hz), followed by isolated /y/ (mean=434Hz,
standard deviation SD=132Hz), the word “rendu”
(453Hz, SD 163Hz), and finally by non-word /tyty/
(546Hz, SD 194Hz; average of 1st and 2nd /y/ (figure
1: SD is not represented for the sake of visibility).
Apart from EXP3, who shows an F2-F3 distance
value close to that of the native (<600 Hz) in all
recordings, the distance F2-F3 varies between 482
and 1546 Hz for the other learners (EXP+CTR). The
values of non-words /tyty/ are less variable and
cluster around 800Hz, whereas they are more
variable and mostly higher for words. Only EXP1
and CTR3 show improvement over time, with EXP3
remaining similar to NAT, and other speakers
showing even greater F2-F3 distances values at
REC2 or REC3 than initially.

Figure 1: Mean (N = 30; 60 for non-words) F2-F3
distance for each speaker for the isolated /y/ (grey
star), non-word /tyty/ (black star) and words “du”
(square), “rendu” (circle) and “tu” (triangle). For
each speaker, the lines connect REC1, REC2 (EXP
and CTR) and REC3 (EXP).

Similarly, all learners show the smallest distance
F1-F2 for /u/ in isolation and the greatest for /tutu/ in
most of recordings. Most EXP speakers have a
decrease in F1-F2 distance between REC1 and
REC2 of about 300-550Hz, while the greatest
decrease for CTR speakers is 150Hz with some
speakers increasing the values. These values are
lower for "tout" than "doux", then than “redoux” for
the most speakers and recordings, and almost the
same for the rest.
3.3. EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE (ED)
Figure 3: Mean (N = 30; 60 for non-words) ED
for each speaker for isolated /y/-/u/ (grey star), the
non-words /tyty/-/tutu/ (black star), and the words
“du-doux” (square), “rendu-redoux” (circle) and
“tu-tout” (triangle).

3.2. F1-F2 DISTANCE FOR /U/

The isolated /u/ produced by NAT shows the
smallest distance between F1 and F2 (376Hz, SD
95Hz), followed by “tout” (500Hz, SD 77Hz),
“redoux” (617Hz, SD 145Hz) and “doux” (628Hz,
SD 71Hz), and finally non-word /tutu/ (809Hz, SD
133Hz, figure 2).
Figure 2: Mean (N = 30; 60 for non-words) F1-F2
distance for each speaker for the isolated /u/ (grey
star), non-word /tutu/ (black star) and words
“doux” (square), “redoux” (circle) and “tout”
(triangle).

NAT’s ED is the greatest for isolated /y/-/u/
(1494Hz, SD 158Hz), followed by the words “tutout” (1163Hz, SD 137Hz), “rendu-redoux”
(1091Hz, SD 238Hz), the non-words /tyty/-/tutu/
(1070 Hz, SD 150Hz), and finally “du-doux”
(1026Hz, SD 93Hz). Most ED values of EXPs and
CTRs are about half of NAT’s. However, the
increase from REC1 to REC2 is greater for EXPs
speakers than for CTRs who also show decrease for
some utterance types.
Statistical results (first linear model) show that
for all speakers, the utterance type has a significant
effect on all three measures. Similarly, recording
session has a significant effect, except for CTR1’s
ED and EXP3’s F2-F3 distance: the measures
change significantly over time for almost all items.
The number of syllables has a significant effect on
most measures and speakers (second linear model).
The most notable exception is EXP2: whether a
word is either monosyllabic or disyllabic has no

effect on the three measures. Also, voicing has
significant effects on F1-F2 distance: concerning F2F3 distance, it has significant effects only for NAT,
CTR3, EXP2 and EXP3 (p<0.05). Concerning ED,
voicing has significant effects only for NAT, CTR2,
EXP1 and EXP2. Finally, according to this second
model, the recording session has significant effects
for all learners (especially for CTR’s, including
“negative progress”, see figures 1 to 3), except
CTR2 (F1-F2 distance) and EXP2 (F2-F3 distance).
4. DISCUSSION
Firstly, our results illustrate an improved production
of /u/ for EXP. At REC2, /u/ improves more (smaller
F1/F2 distance) for EXPs than CTRs. Moreover,
further improvement was observed two months after
the ultrasound lessons (REC3) especially for EXPs 3
and 4, suggesting that the learners remembered the
articulatory configuration necessary for /u/. The
improvement of /y/ (smaller F2-F3 distance) was
observed to a smaller extent across the speakers: it
was notable only for EXP1 and CTR3. These results
are most likely linked to a greater focus placed on
/u/ during the ultrasound lessons where this vowel
was practised more extensively in different contexts
and with different utterance types than /y/, which is
diphthongized with a lowering F2 in many cases
throughout the recording sessions (lower mean F2
and greater F2-F3 distance). We can conclude that
focused ultrasound feedback helps our FFL learners
to improve lingual articulation of French vowels
with a difficult articulatory target to attain.
Secondly, our results show significance effects of
the utterance type, number of syllables and voicing.
There is a notable increase in ED, which mirrors a
decrease in F1-F2 distance and probably a decrease
of F2 of /u/, particularly in EXPs 2, 3 and 4. The
non-words do not seem to favour the production of
the contrast between /y/ (in a facilitating context)
and /u/ (in a difficult coronal context) among our
learners, unlike monosyllabic words with the same
difficult context for /u/, and the isolated vowels.
This difference in favour of the words compared to
non-words, may be due to our analysis of the latter:
the vowel in the first syllable of the non-word,
usually shorter, with a less focal quality [10], is
included in the analysis. This factor could explain
more variable results, smaller ED, and greater F1-F2
and F2-F3 distances for non-words than words.
However, such differences about non-words are not
reported in [19]. In addition, performance is
enhanced when the stimulus is processed auditorily /
psychoacoustically (i.e. without linguistic analysis,
like in non-words) rather than linguistically (when
the learner's attention is more focused on the

content, like in familiar words [8]). Regarding the
number of syllables, the disyllabic words "rendu"
and "redoux" are generally the most difficult for the
learners to produce (difficulty of production of the
first syllable beginning with [ʁ], a difficult
consonant for Japanese FFL learners). Regarding
voicing, "tout" is produced with a smaller F1-F2
distance of /u/ than "doux" for all speakers; "du" is
produced with a more focal /y/ than "tu" for most
learners (smaller F2-F3 distance).
Greater ED for isolated vowels suggests that the
articulation is more accurate in isolation because of
a longer duration [9]. Marushima et al. [18] obtained
ED values of 206Hz between the words “bulle" and
"boule", corresponding to the lowest values of our
learners’ data, probably due to the labial context,
which is not a difficult context neither for /u/ or /y/.
They also obtained a F2-F3 distance mean of 924Hz
in their most advanced Japanese FFL learners,
values close to the mean of most of our learners. Our
data corroborate these findings concerning greater
F1-F2 distance than NAT, due to a higher F2 (more
anterior lingual position for /u/ produced by
Japanese learners). The values are significantly
different for isolated vowels, non-words and words.
There is therefore a need to work on different items
in different consonantal and prosodic contexts
during the pronunciation lessons.
Thirdly, our results suggest that each of the
learners seems to have her own strategy to achieve
the production of /y/ and /u/ in different utterance
types. This means that we need to adapt the
pronunciation training activities to the strategies of
each learner and to his/her linguistic profile.
Finally, our following research perspectives are:
analyses of F2 stability in function of time, analyses
of the 22 other words with other phonetic contexts,
quantitatively analysis of tongue contours for all
utterances types, and perceptual evaluation of the
same learners’ productions of non-words and words
by native French-speaking judges.
5. CONCLUSION
The production of vowels with challenging
articulatory targets changes over time with the
ultrasound feedback. It depends on the utterance
type: isolated vowels are the closest to the native
speaker’s, and non-words the least. The disyllabic
words are more difficult to produce than
monosyllabic ones. Voicing positively affects only
/y/, but with differences between speakers.
Acquisition of /u/ is difficult for Japanese learners,
both in perception and production; the articulatory
approach adopted here suggests the possibility of
production training improving perception [24].
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